





St Mary’s Church, Guarlford –  Fabric Report for year ending 31st December 2010

1.   In February  new sisal aisle matting was purchased and fitted at a cost of £1057 in memory of Mrs Margaret Boaz, the cost being met by donation. 

2.  Quinquennial (QQ) Repairs - Category A – Immediate requirement.  This is mainly concerned with the replacement of slipped and broken slates, repair or replacement of damaged rain water gutters and down pipes and renewal of lead flashing. Architect’s estimate was £3175 plus any fees. 

The PCC agreed that, taking into account the inability to meet the Parish Share requirement, efforts should be concentrated on those Category A repairs that dealt with roof slates and rainwater gutters and down pipes This work, plus additional repairs arising from heavy snow damage and also the routine winter clearance of leaves and debris was completed at a total cost of £844.

The PCC also agreed that Category A work on replacement of lead flashing should be re- assessed in 2011. 

With  continuing difficulty in meeting the  Parish Share commitment and the difficulty getting grants elsewhere it is doubtful whether many Category B (2years) & C (5 years) repairs will get started in the near future. Category B  is a mix of yet more replacement of lead flashing, a lot of re-pointing and re-slating of the small vestry roof. Architect’s estimate was £10825 plus fees.  Category C is a miscellaneous list of less urgent tasks. Architects estimate was £4775 plus fees.

Advice in the QQ Report to seek professional advice on how to deal with the bats problem at an estimated cost of plus £250 has not been taken up. 

3. Other work completed in 2010 included repair to the oil boiler following failure, at a cost of £70 and then another boiler repair totalling £151 following damage caused by an attempt to steal the church oil. The organ was serviced at a cost of £80.

4. As ever, the work of the ladies who take care of flowers and cleaning is much appreciated.




